
Shawl Kit   to knit — $59.00Cosmic Girl, from designer Nadia Crétin-Léchenne, is a pretty triangular shawl worked on the bias, in one 
piece, from top to bottom. This easy, relaxing pattern features wide sections of garter stitch—sometimes 

with a few stripes—making it suitable for beginners yet fun for more experienced knitters. A lace section also 
adds charm and interest. Finished size: 75” long x 25” deep,.

To make your Cosmic Girl Shawl, you’ll need 2 hanks of Davos, a new yarn from local indie dyer Lisa Souza. 
It’s a fingering-weight blend of mulberry silk and washable merino wool that positively shimmers (540yds/
hank). Merchandising Manager Linda Schumacher, who knitted the lovely sample above, has selected a few 
possible color combos, but feel free to choose your own.

Kit includes printed pattern and 2 hanks of Davos for $85.68, plus sales tax. Or—if you’d like to try this pat-
tern with a different yarn—we can help you put together a custom kit (price will vary depending on yarn select-
ed). To purchase your kit, call 530-642-2270 or stop by the shop.

Our final shawl featuring yarns by local indie dyer Lisa Souza is this confection from designer Casapinka, 
inspired by the sunsets in Albuquerque reflecting back on the Sandia Mountains to the east. The yarn 

does all the work; you’ll be knitting slipped stitches with varying solid rows in between and then a simple lace 
repeat (both charted and written) at the end to add some contrast. One color is worked at a time, with the 
yarn carried up the neck edge for the entire project. Final measurements:73” long at neck edge by 17” deep. 
Suggested needle size: US 6 (32”).

The wrap is knit using fingering-weight Sawk, a new yarn from Lisa that’s a bouncy blend of merino wool 
and nylon (430yds/hank). Merchandising Manager Linda Schumacher has put together three possible color 
combinations, but feel free to choose 
your own! (The above sample, knit by 
Marketing Manager Denise Maudru, 
uses the Bayberry/Ecru combo.)

Kit includes printed pattern and two 
hanks of Sawk for $59.00, plus sales 
tax. Or—if you’d like to try this pattern 
with a different yarn—we can help you 
put together a custom kit (price will 
vary depending on yarn selected). To 
purchase your kit, call 530-642-2270 
or stop by the shop.


